We analytically and numerically clarify the physical origin and the behaviour of the Nortonwave scattered by a narrow slit, at optical frequencies. This apparently surface field, which comes in addition to the surface plasmon polariton and classical cylindrical lightwaves, features its own scattering lobe associated to oscillating induced currents extending within both horizontal metal parts forming the slit. Theory is given taking into account the finite size of the aperture.
A famous experiment [1] reporting an abnormal light transmission (a few percents) through sub-wavelength hole arrays sparked off a great surge of interest in the optical properties of nano-structured metallic surfaces. The authors initially advocated the unique role of surface plasmons. It is true that such modes are significantly present in the visible range, on noble metals. Nevertheless, sub-wavelength apertures, intrinsically, behave also as dipole antennas supposed to scatter a continuum of evanescent waves and quasi-omnidirectional space ones. In particular, these lightwaves may be preponderant at the close vicinity of the apertures, and can participate quantitatively to extraordinary transmission [2] . In other cases, taking narrow slits, dipolar interactions are responsible for some local enhancements and far-field modulations [3] . Following debates [4] about the actual mediation of extraordinary transmission at optical frequencies (plasmon, surface lightwaves, or a mixture of them, depending on the spectral window and geometry), efforts were done to finely describe analytically the electromagnetic field scattered by a slit, often reduced as a ponctual source [5] [6] [7] [8] . It is difficult to find a closed-form expression when the metal permittivity is finite, as known in the antennas context [9] . An intriguing result is the change of spatial damping of the non-plasmonic contribution faraway, at the metal level [5] , reminiscent of a Norton-type wave [8] i.e. a ground radio wave [10] . One could believe that a kind of surface field with the wavevector of light is also launched along the metal together with the polariton as a companion-wave exchanging energy, but this terminology is not really appropriated, as we will see.
In most papers interested in this question, a purely mathematical approach of the scattering integral, strictly at the surface level, and for a ponctual scatterer, is only partly satisfactory as we miss essential features to have a complete picture of the electromagnetic entity we actually consider. An analysis discriminating each contribution in the broad space and giving an explicit physical interpretation is still lacking. This paper aims to refresh our vision in a practical way, and shows that the Norton wave generated by a slit is not a surface one and comes from a third electromagnetic contribution which combinates in a special manner with the usual dipole field.
As a tutorial case, we revisit the problem in the (6) and index ng (see text) of the guided mode, depending on the slit width, for two wavelengths, taking the permittivity of gold [11] .
framework of the simplified and highly instructive modal method, by taking into account the fundamental waveguide mode inside the sub-λ slit, in TM polarization (see Fig.1(a) ). In this paper, we do not consider the indentation as a ponctual scatterer. Take a good metal with a strongly negative permittivity ε. The constant surface impedance boundary conditions are applicable while tangential wavectors of the scattered waves are much smaller than k|ε| (i.e.
, where k = 2π/λ. This is the case for noble metals in the infrared region and for reasonably sub-wavelength geometries. After lengthy algebra [3] , and omitting the time dependence e −iωt , we get the sequel (for y > 0):
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with sec(x) = sin(x)/x, and ν = [−2iZ/kw] 1/2 . Z = ε −1/2 is the surface impedance (small and essentially imaginary). n g = √ 1 − ν 2 is the effective index of the fundamental mode guided along the slit (built by the antisymmetric coupling of vertical wall plasmons). S(u) is the Fourier transform of its eigenfunction, and α its excitation coefficient [3] (α ∝ E slit x (y = 0) but it has no importance in the forthcoming discussion). The scattering integral (2), i.e. the field structure, is what interests us, and is independent of the slit reaction. It is worth recalling that E x (x, y = 0) ∝ Z · H z (x, y = 0) at air/metal interfaces. E y is odd with respect to x, E x is even.
When the metal is perfect inside the slit (ε = −∞, n g = 1), we immediately get S(u) = sec(kwu/2). And if Z = 0 everywhere, the scattered field may be exactly [12] turned into an integral of some zero order Hankel function of the first kind H (1) 0 over the slit width. Consequently, the field scattered in any direction is cylindrical:
with r = x 2 + y 2 and kw < 1. This solution verifies the Sommerfeld radiation condition. It is possible to show that E y has an almost identical expression, so that the power flux E y × H * z propagating along the perfect metal surface has a 1/x spatial damping, for kx > 1.
Let us come back to the real metal case and put aside the specular term (1). We know the scattered field (2) is the sum of two main contributions: a surface polariton (SP) mode (plasmon for a metal, phonon for an ionic crystal in the Restsrahlen band, Zenneck wave for other lossy materials [10] ...) and a "photonic" field ressembling the dipolar-type field (4) of the perfect metal case, say:
The pole of the integrand corresponds to the tranverse plasma oscillation generated by each metallic edge of the aperture. Applying the residue theorem, for y > 0,
with
still has a plasmonic nature since it is supported by the guided mode of the cavity. Eq.(6) (not really new) explains the trade-off on the ratio (ε)/ (ε) to generate a strong and long-range surface polariton mode. S(n SP ) also implies that when w ≈ λ/ (n SP ), destructive interferences annihilate the polariton whatever the slit reaction is (see Fig1(b) ). Besides, for w λ, the waveguide
Magnetic field scattered on a gold surface by a slit 400nm width at λ = 1.5µm. H total is exactly (2) with α = 1.
index n g exhibits an increasing imaginary part (absorption) which may attenuate the α coefficient, and then, the SP generation, as experimentally observed [5] . Before going ahead, Figure 2 gives a numerical example showing the weight of each magnetic component scattered at the surface. While the plasmon and the photonic field are all proportional to the coefficient α, H P h predominates in the neighbouring of the sub-λ aperture, with a damping similar to that of the perfect metal case. Due to different spatial dampings, the polariton is rapidly the majoritary mode over many wavelengths. This is general provided |Z| and/or |S| ( Fig.1(b) ) are not too small.
However the underlying physics is far from being complete. Indeed, on the basis of Ref. [6] , one shows that the photonic field near the slit may be expressed thanks to a fine correction (numerically verified) of the field of the perfect metal case. While x|Z|/λ < 1, and for x > w/2:
The correction ∼ πZ seems related to a energy transfer to the surface polariton. The propagating terms ∼ Z
2,3
are stranger as they are not linked to absorptions but to small out-of-phase radiations. Actually, in the real metal case, lightwaves themselves come from at least two contributions, i.e. H P h z (kx > 0) = α 2π/kx F (kx)e ikx , where F (kx) is an enveloppe function hiding another radiating sub-field which is not cylindrical. To show that, not only at the surface level, but in the full space, a relevant approach is to study the asymptotical behaviour of the field far enough from the aperture. A way to rapidly find such expressions is to resort to a double second order Taylor expansion. Indeed, let us consider again the integral (2) . One may put the phase φ(u) = k(ux + vy) and f (u) = S w,Z (u)/(v + Z). We will apply the stationnary phase method in the case where (Z, y) = (0, 0). It can be intuitively understood that, although the field results from the contribution of a whole continuum of wavevectors, the oscillations of the exponential become extremely rapid at large distance with a destructive interference of the spectrum, except when the phase φ(u) is nearly constant, close to an extremum. The condition φ (u) = 0 is indeed fulfilled for a unique wavevector (u, v) = (u 0 , v 0 ) = (x/r, y/r), which well corresponds to a (homogeneous) radiated field. Thus, around u 0 :
A Taylor expansion of f (u) is also applied, noticing that the f (u) contribution will be null as it is an odd function. We are then driven to calculate different Fresnel integrals. If we introduce polar coordinates, by naturally putting (u 0 , v 0 ) = (sin ϕ, cos ϕ), with ϕ ∈ [−π/2; π/2] is an angle defined with respect to the y axis, we finally get:
and
High order or minor terms are neglected. Through several simulations, we find a threshold x/λ > 10/|Z| over which this asymptotical expression of H N z starts to fit with the numerically calculated field, at the surface.
Let us get insight into the two electromagnetic entities obtained. The first contribution H Dip z is the usual dipolar field, which is actually valid whatever (Z, ϕ) is. We analytically see that when Z = 0, we retrieve the perfect metal case with a far-field persisting at the surface (ϕ = π/2) with a 1/ √ kr damping. But when Z = 0, H Dip z (ϕ ∼ π/2) = 0: we have the appearance of a shadow zone [8] (adjacent to the surface) for the radiated power, leaving the place only to the surface polariton and H , is what has a direct link with the so-called Norton wave. This lightfield is not a surface one, albeit spatially concentrated as it is rapidly decaying in radial amplitude, and has no contribution in the real power scattered far away. The radiation pattern Θ(ϕ) is a meaningful result as it will indicate the physical origin of these additional lightwaves. For grazing angles, it is not null at the surface but proportional to 1/Z 2 = ε, which could be high if it was not counterbalanced by the r −3/2 damping. Other calculation [5, 6, 8] made for a ponctual scatterer seem to be consistent with , hence possible destructive interference of both fields in polar directions where they have close amplitudes. Strictly keeping cartesian coordinates and taking r ≈ x close to the surface, one gets a y/(x 3/2 ) behaviour [7] for H Dip z (kr) but this is misleading: the true wave non-null at the surface with a 1/r 3/2 damping is H N z (kr). Figure 3(a) shows the behaviour of the total radiated light-field and that of its inner components. Unsurprinsingly, H Dip z is quasi-isotropic, typical of a Rayleigh scattering. H N z clearly presents two horizontal half-lobes at each side of the cavity, which are physically connected to the metallic surface. But the remarkable effect is that combination of the dipolar field and H N z strongly modifies the radiation pattern, and gives the impression that a residual surface wave slides along the metal (y = 0). We understand here that the transition from a 1/ √ x damping (near the cavity) to a 1/ √ x 3 (far away from it) at the surface, already reported [5] , is due to a change of the majoritary scattering contribution. Outside the shadow zone, we retrieve the preponderant dipolar space field. When w → λ (see Fig.3(b) ), H N z vanishes (the polariton vanishes even more, according Fig.1(b) ) and the radiation lobe of H P h becomes more focused in the normal direction. The behaviour of Θ(ϕ) for arbitrary values of Z or w/λ is also given in Fig.3(c) . When Z → 0, the semi-lobes remain flattened against the surface, with a polar angle of maximum amplitude tending to π/2. The space of validity of (12) is also rejected to infinity: at end, only H Dip z becomes relevant (perfect metal case). What is the physical source of H N z ? Reminding the E y arrows in Fig.1(a) , one has an effective vertical electric dipole at the aperture level, responsible for the Norton wave, whereas the horizontal momentum E x (at the (11) give. y nodal ≈ 1/(−k (Z)) is the ordinate of a plane along which H P h z cancels, whatever x is (at large kr).
mouth of the aperture) forms the classical oscillating dipole (hence the phase quadrature between (11) and (12)). The electromagnetic radiation H N z is linked to induced surface currents occuring in the skin depth of both metallic parts forming the slit. Indeed, the cavity can be viewed as a capacity under illumination whereas horizontal metallic parts play the role of (dissipative) inductances [13] . The guided current component
corresponds to an oscillating field having the wavevector of the free space. Thus, while α = 0, the surface itself radiates (thermal waves in our case) and behaves as a uniform leaky wave antenna [14] . The polariton has nothing to do with it, but simply superposes to it, without radiating. While H sp z is damped due to absorption, H N z is dissipated through emission, and has not the same Z-dependence. The ε-amplitude of Θ seems related to a limit of the surfacic charge spreading around the slit. Figure 4 (a) gathers fully calculated maps of the total scattered field (2) and its inner components. The first map clearly shows the usual dipole-type radiation, the surface polariton and the presence of a shadow zone. While H P h reveals a non-negligible surface near-field, the existence of the radiating H N is confirmed by substracting the polariton (6) and the dipolar field (11) from the total field. The new map exhibits the scattering lobes with a butterfly shape predicted by the Θ function. This physical picture has gone unnoticed in the literature devoted to optics of metallic nano-structures. Additional details of the photonic component near the surface, far from the slit, are displayed in Fig.4(b) . Along a direction normal to the surface, it well presents a small amplitude at the metal level (same value given by (12) taking into account the finite size w), cancels rapidly at the nodal plane y = [−k (Z)] −1 , and increases again as we progressively enter the dipolar lobe, as expected from Fig.3(a) .
On an experimental level, this non-cylindrical Norton -type wave will be really apparent provided the SP collapses (faraway from the source or for strongly absorbing materials). It might generally have an absolute amplitude too weak to be practically exploited in photonicsize systems, but depending on the chosen permittivity (other conducting materials and multilayers), it may become the relevant wave [15] to convey information at interfaces (not necessarily flat). Although H N is not given for small kr, Eq.(8) would be an indication that it is likely present and immersed in the preponderant dipole field. An open question is to know to which extent [16] radiation from induced currents may be channeled through diffraction orders and participate to extraordinary optical transmission. One can also wonder if there is an equivalent of this radiance in acoustics [18] . Thus, the deeper fundamental understanding of the canonical slit case (conceptually close to sub-λ holes), here examplified at telecom frequency, may appeal to new investigations and inspire other ways of lightwave engineering.
